
Tablet Tempered Glass Screen Protector For Lenovo Tab A8-50 A5500 8.0" 

 

 * Brand new and hardened bulletproof tempered glass screen protector fits your Lenovo IdeaTab A8-
50 A5500-F (8 inches) perfectly. The protective film reduces the risk of cracks, drops, scuffs and 
provides maximum protection for your machine. 

 * 9H hardness and Ultra Slim Thickness: 9H and only 0.33 mm thick, three times stronger than a 
regular PET screen protector film. Even objects such as knives and keys will not scratch the tempered 
glass. The protectors help to prevent your screen scratching, dust and other damage. 

 * The glass screen protectors are super tough, ultra-clear and maintain your screen's original 
touchscreen sensitivity without compromising the high-definition viewing experience. 

 * The glass protection film is 99% transparent, paper-thin and sporting an anti-smudge coating, enjoys 
your original HD retina display and high-response touch. 

Product details 
 Product Dimensions: 15 x 10 x 5 cm ; 31.8 g 

 Boxed-product Weight: 49.9 g 

 
Product description 

 
Griffin tempered glass protective film for Lenovo IdeaTab A8-50 A5500-F (8 inches) tempered-
glass screen protector 
 
+ The ultimate premium hard bullet-proof tempered glass premium protector has a strong adhesive 
that makes installation easy and attaches the film firmly so as to not affect the touch screen's 
sensitivity. 
+ The premium tempered glass film prevents daily scratches, dirt, scrapes, normal signs of wear and 
other contaminants. 
+ The protective film for Lenovo A8-50 A5500-F has very easy application, leaving no bubbles, and 
having no glare. 
+ Our high quality real glass screen protectors for Lenovo IdeaTab A8-50 A5500-F (8 inches) protect 
your device from knocks and scratches. It is a vital investment to ensure your machine lasts and 
performs. 
+ Unlike plastic screen film, all of our glass screen protector films are highly transparent and feel just 
like your original screen. 
+ Premium tempered glass makes this screen protector much smoother than plastic alternatives. 
Fingers glide across just like your original glass screen. 
+ Installing the protection film for Lenovo A8-50 A5500-F could not be simpler, in less than minutes 
your machine will be protected. 


